
Steam rises from the blacktop like 
smoke signals as we approach the 
bridge girders over Skeleton Creek. 

I slow the big BMW R 1200 GS and keep 
Susan’s bright yellow F 650 in my mirrors 
as we duck under a canopy of trees. Our 
early morning ride brings us to this place 
only moments behind a thundershower 
that has provided the final ingredient to 
the cauldron in which we ride. The mix-
ture of rain, fog hanging low over our 
path, and dark green morning skies makes 
this place remind me of Sleepy Hollow.

We are northbound on Highway 77 out of 
Guthrie, OK, en route to the Washington 
Irving Trail Museum, discreetly hidden 
on a backroad near Stillwater. I suppose 
my subconscious mind remembers that 
Washington Irving wrote The Legend of 
Sleepy Hollow, but that fact never surfaces 
as I check my six for the headless horse-
man. Nope, only my lovely wife smiling 

through her Arai XD. Not so scary as long 
as she’s happy.

Earlier, I spied an abandoned roadbed 
through a gap in the trees and made a 
spiral motion with my index finger, in-
dicating to Susan that we were turning 
around. Circling back, we entered the 
woods through an obscure access point. 
We explored as far as we could in each 
direction, feeling like survivors of the 
apocalypse who had emerged into an un-
kempt world devoid of civilization. What 
stories could this narrow, grass-infested 
strip of pavement tell? We turned off 
our engines and listened, but its secrets 
remained sealed in concrete. We could 
only imagine the dreams our ancestors 
discussed while driving some of the first 
automobiles, and the thoughts that passed 
through their minds as they rolled over 
this old highway astride early Harley-
Davidsons, Indians, Vincents, and Ariels.

A few miles farther along, a sign catches 
my attention: “Tanya Tucker for Court 
Clerk.” I laugh as we stop to snap a photo. 
The music business must have gone into a 
slump since “Delta Dawn,” but I am cer-
tain she will do her community proud.

We are exploring an unusual route to  
Tulsa, where we will meet Susan’s father 
at the Gilcrease Museum for a late lunch.  
Susan wants to stop by the Washington 
Irving Trail Museum to browse their ar-
chives for information about the ancient 
Crosstimbers, a dense and gnarly barrier 
of scrub oak, blackjack, and briars that 
frustrated early travelers through this area. 

Dale Chlouber, the museum’s curator, 
greets us and immediately hits “play” on 
his human library of knowledge and shares 
an amazing volume of information regard-
ing the items he has on display. He leads 
us to a framed death warrant for a woman 
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condemned to be burned at the stake in 
Salem, MA. He shows us a three-barreled, 
rusted iron boarding gun used by pirates, a 
formidable weapon even when empty. He 
has pottery from Indian mounds, bows, 
arrows, some of the best examples of our 
native heritage in existence, and lots of 
“what’s it” items, some whose use even 
Dale can’t quite explain. Fascinating stuff, 
but our minds are off ahead of his intel-
lectual tour. Susan is here to learn about 
the Crosstimbers, and my mind is on the 
GS and these wonderful backroads. We 
politely extricate ourselves from the mu-
seum, and I listen carefully to Dale’s de-
tailed directions to a dirt route along the 
Cimarron River that sounds intriguing. Su-
san clams up when I suggest we take the 
detour since we barely have time to make 
our lunch date as it is. But the GS nudges 
me to pitch her on the idea anyway.

“Sweetheart, it’s just a few miles, and 
when will we be here again? We can call 
your dad and tell him we’ll be late.” 

Silence. 

“Okay. What if we just roll south on the 
gravel road to the river, then decide?” 
Women have been led down this path 
for various reasons since the beginning of 
time. Susan is nobody’s fool, but she really 
wants to explore as much as I do. My ace 
is that I know it.

“Fine,” she says. “Let’s give it a try.” Mean-
ing the whole deal, I surmise. Sold! Now it 
is my job not to get us lost.

As the roads get rougher, the advantage 
of riding these well-bred mounts really 
comes to light. Our bikes are stable and 
easy to maneuver, even for Susan, who 
prefers a lighter dual sport for riding in the 
rough. 

The dirt road Dale promised appears right 
on schedule, and the scenic Cimarron Riv-
er rolls lazily along, framed by huge cot-
tonwood trees beside the road. An old iron 
bridge coaxes Susan off her bike and up its 
girders to take photos of my crossing.

We pick up the pace for the next few miles 
as the road follows the shoreline. The 
Beemer cooperates with my instructions 
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Scenery
ranges from old buildings in Guthrie  
(dating back to pre-statehood) to shady 
cottonwood groves along Skeleton creek 
and the cimarron river.

Historical
Guthrie was Oklahoma’s first capitol. The 
washington irving and Gilcrease museums 
are rare jewels to enjoy at leisure; the 
ancient crosstimbers offer their own allure.

Traffic
Few travel here. Ghost Hollow is a lonely 
road, used only by the occasional fisherman 
or lovers seeking solitude.

Curves
oklahoma was laid out on a grid during the 
land run. twisties are few and far between, 
but this route surprises with a few pleas-
ant, lazy bends.

Road Conditions
Smooth pavement paralleled by broken 
byways and graced with graded dirt 
roads along the river. Knobbies are help-
ful after a rain, otherwise street tires do 
the trick.

Always consult more-detailed maps for touring purposes.
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Ghosts of a bygone era still travel these old highways.
 

Send us your favorite U.S. and  
Canadian rides. Find submission  
guidelines at www.roadrunner.travel 
in the ”About Us” section. 

Sacred Rain Arrow, a bronze sculpture by Allan House, 
watches the skies at the Gilcrease Museum entrance.

to cut loose on a few of the turns and I 
slide effortlessly sideways on the moder-
ately groomed dirt. We turn left on Ghost 
Hollow Road, and I think again this must 
be the place where jack-o’-lanterns come 
alive when you least expect it.

Our trance is broken when we return to 
the blacktop. We clap the spurs to our 
steel horses and hightail it the last 60 miles 
to Tulsa. I am amazed when we walk into 
the Gilcrease Museum restaurant only five 

minutes late, windblown and with just 
enough red dirt on our boots to justify the 
offense.

“You’re just in time,” my father-in-law 
smiles. “Our table is right over there.” I 
glance over at Susan. She winks and I am 
relieved. I get to keep my head. RR

Printable maps, along with the digital version 
of each issue, are included free during all paid 
subscription periods. To access these benefits, 
visit us at www.roadrunner.travel.
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